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KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN THIS REPORT WHO SHOULD READ THIS REPORT

GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGEThis report focuses on aspects of Analysys Mason’s Connected 

Consumer Survey that relate to the behaviour, preferences and 

plans of consumers in their use of pay-TV and OTT video services. 

This report shows that the COVID-19 pandemic has significantly 

accelerated the existing trends in video consumption.

The survey was conducted in association with Dynata between 

August and September 2020. The survey groups were chosen to 

be representative of the internet-using population in Australia, 

New Zealand and South Korea. We set quotas on age, gender and 

geographical spread to that effect. There were a minimum of 

1000 respondents per country.
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About this report

▪ How has the COVID-19 pandemic affected pay-TV churn?

▪ How is the relationship between traditional pay TV and OTT video 

changing, and what effect has the pandemic had on cord-cutting?

▪ Which pay-TV features have the greatest effect on consumers’ sense of 

value for money or satisfaction?

▪ How is service stacking changing?

▪ How much of a problem is account sharing for OTT video service 

providers?

▪ How has the launch of Disney+ affected pay-TV and OTT viewership in 

Australia and New Zealand?

▪ Product managers and strategy teams working for pay-TV providers, 

operators with pay-TV operations or companies that use video services 

as a value-added service (VAS) to support their core services.

▪ Marketing executives and product managers for pay-TV providers and 

operators that are making decisions about TV and video service design 

and its impact on customer retention.

▪ Strategy teams for pay-TV providers and operators that are assessing 

the impact of changing viewing habits on their business – in particular 

the relationship between pay-TV and OTT video services.

Developed Asia–Pacific:

▪ Australia

▪ New Zealand

▪ South Korea
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2020 was a year of great change within the OTT video market, not 

just due to the pandemic. Disney+ launched in Australia and New 

Zealand in November 2019, and will launch in South Korea in 

2021. The service will have benefitted from the brief lockdown 

measures implemented in ANZ in March and April 2020, as it did 

in the USA, and this is likely to have contributed to the very rapid 

take-up of Disney+ during the year.

Disney+ is often stacked with other OTT video services. However, 

our survey results show that the demographic mix of Disney+ 

customers is different to that of other services. Disney+ 

customers were much more likely to cite children’s TV as one of 

their ‘top’ content genres; indeed, 33% of Disney+ users did so, 

compared to 14% of Netflix users. Disney+ subscribers 

overwhelmingly reported having children living with them (63% 

compared to 40% for Netflix). This also explains Disney+’s 

particularly high penetration (and higher than that of Netflix) 

among 35–44 year olds because this age cohort often has young 

children at home.

These figures highlight a general issue that OTT providers are 

grappling with: they have already captured much of the ‘under 35’ 

market and are now working to capture older subscribers. Sky’s 

NEON in New Zealand and Naver TV in South Korea have also 

gained a respectable penetration among older respondents, 

though the cause of their success in these age brackets is less 

clear than that for Disney+.

Consumers in ANZ often stack Disney+ with other OTT video services; its content 

mix is appealing to some demographics that do not strongly engage with OTT

Figure 7: Selected demographics of OTT video users, DVAP, 

20201

Figure 8: Ages of users of selected OTT video services, DVAP, 

20201
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1 Please refer to the methodology and panel information section for the sample size and relevant survey questions.
2 ‘Important’ is defined as being selected as one of the three most important content genres by respondents.

Service
Have 

children

Aged 

under 25

Consider kids’ 

TV important2

Consider kids’ TV as 

a number 1 priority

Amazon Video

Apple TV

Disney+

Stan

NEON

Naver TV

Netflix

Viaplay

42% 11% 17% 6%

47% 14% 17% 6%

63% 10% 33% 17%

37% 16% 20% 8%

45% 14% 14% 7%

50% 5% 15% 9%

40% 16% 14% 6%

29% 41% 16% 4%

Source: Analysys Mason
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Content selection is often dictated by programming budgets, 

which can be slow to change. However, pay-TV providers also have 

more-immediate parameters that they can adjust in order to 

modify the appeal of their services (specifically, which features 

are included in which tariffs). Some features can lead to improved 

customer satisfaction (as measured by NPS). 

The penetration of cloud DVR services and the personalisation of 

pay-TV services using user accounts was low in our panel, but 

these services are correlated with high NPSs, particularly in South 

Korea (respondents that used these features returned an NPS 

that was 33 points above the average). These features also 

ranked highly in ANZ, but the integration of Alexa and/or Google 

Home scored the highest (also 33 points above the average).

Bundling OTT video services alongside pay TV is associated with 

an NPS that is 28 points above the average, though the NPS uplift 

associated with ‘OTT integration’ (that is, having an OTT service 

that is fully integrated into the pay-TV service rather than simply 

being accessible in the pay-TV interface) is much lower. This is 

due to the generally low NPSs given by South Korean 

respondents, where this feature is more common.

We can see clear differentiation through offering 4K content. The 

NPS for respondents that took such content was high in all 

countries, though even more so in ANZ than in South Korea. The 

effect of 4K content on NPS seems to be retained even as the 

number of pay-TV customers with the feature increases.

Figure 19: Deviation from the average NPS for customers that 

take each value-added service, and the percentage of pay-TV 

customers that take each service, DVAP, 20201,2
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Several features aside from content appear to have a strong positive effect on 

customer satisfaction in DVAP

1 Please refer to the methodology and panel information section for the sample size and relevant survey questions.
2 ‘OTT integration’ refers to the ability to view OTT video services through a pay-TV STB without requiring the pay-TV provider to 

handle the billing for the OTT service. ‘Bundled OTT’ refers to a retail bundle of OTT video with a pay-TV service.
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Consulting

We deliver tangible benefits to clients across the telecoms 

industry: 

▪ communications and digital service providers, vendors, 

financial and strategic investors, private equity and 

infrastructure funds, governments, regulators, broadcasters 

and service and content providers

Our sector specialists understand the distinct local challenges 

facing clients, in addition to the wider effects of global forces.

We are future-focused and help clients understand the challenges 

and opportunities new technology brings.

Research

Our dedicated team of analysts track and forecast the different 

services accessed by consumers and enterprises.

We offer detailed insight into the software, infrastructure and 

technology delivering those services.

Clients benefit from regular and timely intelligence, and direct 

access to analysts.
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Analysys Mason’s consulting and research are uniquely positioned

Analysys Mason’s consulting services and research portfolio
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Research from Analysys Mason
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Consulting from Analysys Mason
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